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Philosophy 

 

The curriculum is designed to introduce students to a complete dance experience. Students learn the history of the dance 

and become familiar with the movements and terms associated with any dance production. The focus of the course is on 

participatory exercises, games, improvisations, and performance techniques to help students become aware of their 

physical and emotional dance expression. 

 

Students become cognizant of their personal forms of expression and ways to channel and focus these through dance 

choreography and dynamic expression. Students’ appreciation of viewing dance productions is enhanced as they become 

aware of all necessary steps in a dance performance. Students are introduced to dance approach, which enables the 

development of dance technique and demonstration of self-expression through movement.  

 

The course enables students to make informed critical and aesthetic judgments, create dance choreography, practice 

dance movement techniques and understand the historical and cultural influences of dance.  

  



Dance Curriculum K-2 Unit 1 

Stage 1: Desired Results 

Unit Title: Unit 1 – Creativity and Performance 

Grade Level: K-2 

Length/Timing of Unit: 20 Days throughout 

New Jersey Student Learning Standards (NJSLS) 

1.1 The Creative Process: All students will demonstrate an understanding of the elements and principles that govern the creation of 
works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
 
NOTE: By the end of grade 2, all students progress toward BASIC LITERACY in the following content knowledge and skills 
in DANCE. 
 
1.1.2.A.1 Identify the elements of dance in planned and improvised dance sequences. 
1.1.2.A.2  Use improvisation to discover new movement to fulfill the intent of the choreography. 
1.1.2.A.3  Demonstrate the difference between pantomime, pedestrian movement, abstract gesture, and dance movement. 
1.1.2.A.4  Apply and adapt isolated and coordinated body part articulations, body alignment, balance, and body patterning.  
 
1.3 Performance: All students will synthesize those skills, media, methods, and technologies appropriate to creating, performing, 
and/or presenting works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
 
NOTE: By the end of grade 2, all students progress toward BASIC LITERACY in the following content knowledge and skills 
in DANCE. 
 
1.3.2.A.1  Create and perform planned and improvised movement sequences using the elements of dance, with and without musical 
accompaniment, to communicate meaning around a variety of themes.  
1.3.2.A.2  Create and perform planned and improvised movement sequences, alone and in small groups, with variations in tempo, 
meter, rhythm, spatial level (i.e., low, middle, and high), and spatial pathway. 
1.3.2.A.3  Define and maintain personal space, concentrate, and appropriately direct focus while performing movement skills. 
1.3.2.A.4  Create and perform original movement sequences alone and with a partner using locomotor and non-locomotor 
movements at various levels in space.  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1L_PYB9a22NPmlrUOMkIFJeziffwZtE-CoKR-3P5wDNg/edit#bookmark=id.3as4poj
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1L_PYB9a22NPmlrUOMkIFJeziffwZtE-CoKR-3P5wDNg/edit#bookmark=id.2s8eyo1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1L_PYB9a22NPmlrUOMkIFJeziffwZtE-CoKR-3P5wDNg/edit#bookmark=id.1y810tw
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1L_PYB9a22NPmlrUOMkIFJeziffwZtE-CoKR-3P5wDNg/edit#bookmark=id.17dp8vu
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1L_PYB9a22NPmlrUOMkIFJeziffwZtE-CoKR-3P5wDNg/edit#bookmark=id.3as4poj
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1L_PYB9a22NPmlrUOMkIFJeziffwZtE-CoKR-3P5wDNg/edit#bookmark=id.2s8eyo1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1L_PYB9a22NPmlrUOMkIFJeziffwZtE-CoKR-3P5wDNg/edit#bookmark=id.1y810tw
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1L_PYB9a22NPmlrUOMkIFJeziffwZtE-CoKR-3P5wDNg/edit#bookmark=id.3o7alnk
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1L_PYB9a22NPmlrUOMkIFJeziffwZtE-CoKR-3P5wDNg/edit#bookmark=id.3o7alnk


1.4 Aesthetic Responses & Critique Methodologies: All students will demonstrate and apply an understanding of arts 
philosophies, judgment, and analysis to works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art.  
B. Critique Methodologies  
1.4.2.B.2  Apply the principles of positive critique in giving and receiving responses to performances.  
 
Interdisciplinary Connections: 
ELA - NJSLS/ELA:   
NJSLSA.R2. Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their development; summarize the key supporting details and 
ideas. 
NJSLSA.R7. Integrate and evaluate content presented in diverse media and formats, including visually and quantitatively, as well as 
in words. 
Social Studies:  
6.1.4.D.13 Describe how culture is expressed through and influenced by the behavior of people.  
Integration of 21st Century Standards NJSLS 9: 

9.2.4.A.1:   Identify reasons why people work, different types of work, and how work can help a person achieve personal and professional goals. 
9.2.4.A.3:   Investigate both traditional and nontraditional careers and related information to personal likes and dislikes.   

    
9.1.4.E.1:   Determine factors that influence consumer decisions related to money 
9.1.8.E.4    Prioritize personal wants and needs when making purchases  
 

Integration of Technology Standards NJSLS 8: 
8.1.2.A.1:  Identify the basic features of a digital device and explain its purpose. 

8.1.2.E.1:   Use digital tools and online resources to explore a problem or issue. 
8.1.2.B.1:   Illustrate and communicate original ideas and stories using multiple digital tools and resources. 
 

Career Ready Practices: 
CRP2.  Apply appropriate academic and technical skills.  
CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and with reason. 
CRP8.  Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.  
CRP11. Use technology to enhance productivity. 

Enduring Understandings:  
Students will: 

● develop original choreography and 
improvisation of movement sequences 
using basic understanding of the 

Essential Questions:  
Students will keep considering... 

1. How can the elements of dance be used to express content, emotions, and 
personal expression? 

2. How can improvisation of movement communicate content emotions and 

http://www.state.nj.us/education/cccs/def/8/TECH_MediaRich.html


elements of dance. Music can be used 
as a choice and personal and group 
spatial relationships should be 
explored 

● demonstrate a variety of movements 
generated through improvisational 
skills and techniques. This will include 
the elements of dance time, space, 
and energy. 

● will be able to identify and judge the 
differences between pedestrian 
movements and formal training in 
dance. 

● demonstrate and understand that 
dynamic alignment of the body is 
associated with coordination and 
isolation of different body parts. This 
will include locomotor and non-
locomotor movements. 

● express constructive criticism to 
communicate useful evaluation of both 
personal work and the work of others.  

personal expression? 
3.  How is dance different from other forms of movement? 
4. How can criticism of aesthetic expression improve an individual’s ability to 

communicate through the arts. 
 

Content Knowledge: 
Students will know: 

1. Choreography is a set of movements 
in a sequence that include time, 
space, and energy. 

2. Movements can be improvisions or 
specific techniques to using time, 
space, and energy to express an idea 
or emotion. 

Skills/Objectives: 
Students will be able to: 

1. Use and create choreography to express ideas and share movements. 
2. Express constructive criticism to communicate about their performance and 

the performance of others. 

Core Instructional/supplemental materials: 
Teaching Dance 
https://www.thepespecialist.com/dance2/ 

https://www.thepespecialist.com/dance2/


Locomotor Skills with Locomotion Dance 
http://www.pecentral.org/lessonideas/ViewLesson.asp?ID=132910#.WsaJp2aZOgQ 
Shake it Senora 
http://www.pecentral.org/lessonideas/ViewLesson.asp?ID=12807#.WsaJ0maZOgQ 
The Funky Chipmunk Dance 
http://www.pecentral.org/lessonideas/ViewLesson.asp?ID=12641#.WsaJ_GaZOgQ 
The Snowflake Dance 
http://www.pecentral.org/lessonideas/ViewLesson.asp?ID=12004#.WsaKN2aZOgQ 
Blueprint Dance: Teaching Dance to Diverse Learners (PreK-12) 
http://schools.nyc.gov/offices/teachlearn/arts/files/Blueprints/Dance/Dance%20Spec%20Ed%20Supplement.pdf 

Literature: 
Giraffes Can’t Dance by Giles Andreae 
Dancing In My Bones by Easy Andrews 
Rap A Tap Tap by Easy Dillon 

 

Stage 2: Evidence 

Assessment(s):  

A final benchmark assessment will be given that can be used to measure success with this unit.  Additional performance 
assessments will be developed or chosen by teachers at the local district level. 
Formative          
            Teacher Observation  

● Use or creation of choreography and demonstration of movement and training 
● Performance rubrics 
● Performance task checklist  

  Self-Assessment  
● Journal entries  
● Self reflection  
● Critique a performance using pre-developed criteria. 

Peer Assessment  
● Pair-share  
● Peer evaluation and observation  
● Critique a performance using pre-developed criteria. 

http://www.pecentral.org/lessonideas/ViewLesson.asp?ID=132910#.WsaJp2aZOgQ
http://www.pecentral.org/lessonideas/ViewLesson.asp?ID=12807#.WsaJ0maZOgQ
http://www.pecentral.org/lessonideas/ViewLesson.asp?ID=12641#.WsaJ_GaZOgQ
http://www.pecentral.org/lessonideas/ViewLesson.asp?ID=12004#.WsaKN2aZOgQ
http://schools.nyc.gov/offices/teachlearn/arts/files/Blueprints/Dance/Dance%20Spec%20Ed%20Supplement.pdf


Teacher Assessment  
● Performance rubrics 

Summative 
● Performance task checklist  
● Performance rubrics 
● Journal Entries 
● Peer Evaluation and observation 

Benchmark 
● Performance task checklist  

Alternative 
● Critique a performance using pre-developed criteria 

Other Evidence: 

Formative and Summative Assessments will be used for each activity outlined for each lesson.  Homework, classwork and exit 
materials will all be used as data to assess student learning.  Appropriate adjustments will be made to instruction based on data 
relate to student learning.  Examples of student assignments are found in the Student Task folders for each unit. 
 
Assessment Resources: 
Arts Achieve 
http://www.artsachieve.org/dance-performance-assessment/  
Arts Assessment for Learning 
http://artsassessmentforlearning.org/dance/  

Differentiation/Accommodations/Modifications 

English Language Learners: 

 Collaborate with ELL department to make necessary modifications for students  

 Provide translated material  

 Provided differentiation for students as needed  

 Allow for alternate forms of responses-drawing or speaking  

Gifted and Talented: 
 Higher level texts 

 Alternative modes of communication 

http://www.artsachieve.org/dance-performance-assessment/
http://artsassessmentforlearning.org/dance/


 Student developed extension activities 

 Plan self directed inquiry 

 Student-lead activities 

 Additional leadership roles in classroom 

 Provided differentiation for students as needed 

 Student created rubrics  

 Develop lessons that are student centered and teacher facilitated 

Economically Disadvantaged: 
 Provide clear, achievable expectation, do not lower academic requirements for them.  

 Build a safe and nurturing atmosphere 

 Perspective and experiences of the children need to be considered  

 Create ways for students to share their emotions 

 Give every student the same opportunity for success. 

 Use real-world examples and create mental models for abstract idea 

 Provide increased  knowledge base and vocabulary use about real world experiences. 

 Share the decision making in class. 

 Daily affirmations 

 Asking to hear students’ hopes and offering reinforcements of those hopes 

 Telling students why they can succeed 

Basic Skills 

● Provide additional time for thinking and activities 
● Provided differentiation for students as needed 
● Preferential Seating 

● Restate directions 

Special Education/Students with Disabilities/504 Plans: 

 Provide differentiated instruction as needed  

 Follow all IEP/ 504modifications 

 Provide manipulatives or the opportunity to draw solution strategies  

 Use colored notes instead of traditional notation  

 Place note names under the notes  

 Shorten assignments to focus on mastery of key concepts  



 Restate, reword and clarify directions  

 Lessen the amount of information presented.  

 Volume 

 Increase eye contact 

 Maintain close proximity 

 Attention techniques 

Students at Risk of Failure: 
 Make sure children feel welcome and comfortable while being discrete 

 Help to provide basic needs while the child is in school (food, clothing, etc) 

 Provide resources for basic needs outside of school (medical, shelter, food, etc) 

 Keep nutritious snacks available 

 Pair with adult mentor or buddy 

 Provide structure and adhere to a consistent daily routine with clear and concise rules 

 Facilitate successful experiences 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Dance Curriculum K-2 Unit 2 

Stage 1: Desired Results 

Unit Title: Unit 2 – History and Critique of Dance 
Grade Level: K-2 
Length/Timing of Unit: 20 Days Throughout 

New Jersey Student Learning Standards (NJSLS) 

1.2 History of the Arts and Culture: All students will understand the role, development, and influence of the arts throughout history 
and across cultures. 
 
NOTE: By the end of grade 2, all students progress toward BASIC LITERACY in the following content knowledge and skills 
in DANCE. 
 
1.2.2.A.1 Identify characteristic theme-based works of dance, music, theatre, and visual art, such as artworks based on the themes of 
family and community, from various historical periods and world cultures. 
 
1.2.2.A.2 Identify how artists and specific works of dance, music, theatre, and visual art reflect, and are affected by, past and present 
cultures. 
 
1.4 Aesthetic Responses & Critique Methodologies: All students will demonstrate and apply an understanding of arts 
philosophies, judgment, and analysis to works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
 
NOTE: By the end of grade 2, all students progress toward BASIC LITERACY in the following content knowledge and skills 
in DANCE. 
 
1.4.2.A.1 Identify aesthetic qualities of exemplary works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art, and identify characteristics of 
the artists who created them (e.g., gender, age, absence or presence of training, style, etc.). 
 
1.4.2.A.2 Compare and contrast culturally and historically diverse works of dance, music, theatre, and visual art that evoke emotion 
and that communicate cultural meaning. 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1L_PYB9a22NPmlrUOMkIFJeziffwZtE-CoKR-3P5wDNg/edit#bookmark=id.3as4poj
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1L_PYB9a22NPmlrUOMkIFJeziffwZtE-CoKR-3P5wDNg/edit#bookmark=id.2s8eyo1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1L_PYB9a22NPmlrUOMkIFJeziffwZtE-CoKR-3P5wDNg/edit#bookmark=id.3as4poj
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1L_PYB9a22NPmlrUOMkIFJeziffwZtE-CoKR-3P5wDNg/edit#bookmark=id.2s8eyo1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LK1ZCr3VH7djIf-qv_cUU70_bLCX_cSQcFp6W47Ehc8/edit#bookmark=id.2et92p0


1.4.2.A.3 Use imagination to create a story based on an arts experience that communicated an emotion or feeling, and tell the story 
through each of the four arts disciplines (dance, music, theatre, and visual art). 
 
1.4.2.A.4 Distinguish patterns in nature found in works of dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
 
1.4.2.B.1 Observe the basic arts elements in performances and exhibitions and use them to formulate objective assessments of 
artworks in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
 
1.4.2.B.2 Apply the principles of positive critique in giving and receiving responses to performances.  
 
1.4.2.B.3 Recognize the making subject or theme in works of dance, music, theatre, and visual art.  
 
Interdisciplinary Connections: 
ELA - NJSLS/ELA:   
NJSLSA.R2. Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their development; summarize the key supporting details and 
ideas. 
NJSLSA.R7. Integrate and evaluate content presented in diverse media and formats, including visually and quantitatively, as well as 
in words. 
Social Studies:  
6.1.4.D.13 Describe how culture is expressed through and influenced by the behavior of people. 
Integration of 21st Century Standards NJSLS 9: 
9.2.4.A.1:   Identify reasons why people work, different types of work, and how work can help a person achieve personal and 
professional goals. 
9.2.4.A.3:   Investigate both traditional and nontraditional careers and related information to personal likes and dislikes. 
      
9.1.4.E.1:   Determine factors that influence consumer decisions related to money 
9.1.8.E.4   Prioritize personal wants and needs when making purchases  
Integration of Technology Standards NJSLS 8: 
8.1.2.A.1:  Identify the basic features of a digital device and explain its purpose. 
8.1.2.E.1:   Use digital tools and online resources to explore a problem or issue. 
8.1.2.B.1:     Illustrate and communicate original ideas and stories using multiple digital tools and resources. 
Career Ready Practices: 
CRP2.  Apply appropriate academic and technical skills.  
CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and with reason. 
CRP8.  Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.  

http://www.state.nj.us/education/cccs/def/8/TECH_MediaRich.html


Understandings:  
Students will: 

● Will compare how dance from diverse 
cultures and historical eras have 
common characteristics and themes. 

● Will identify what societal values or 
beliefs are expressed in dance. 

● How dancers use movement to 
express artistic concerns such as 
human emotion, culture, gender. 

● Judge aesthetic qualities of dance and 
recognize patterns of movement and 
reflections in nature. 

● Construct criticism based on 
observable criteria 

● Recognize clues that explain the 
artist’s intent 
 

Essential Questions:  
Students will keep considering... 

1. How is cultural expression represented in dance? 
2. How do societal value affect artistic choice? 
3.  What determines aesthetic quality? 
4. How can criticism improve artistic quality? 

 

Content Knowledge:  
Students will know: 

● Dance is diverse and varies in 
characteristics and themes based on 
cultures and historical eras. 

● How dancers use movement to 
express artistic ideas, including 
emotions, culture, gender, and beliefs. 

Skills/Objectives: 
Students will be able to: 

● Describe how societal values, beliefs, and emotions are expressed in dance. 
● Judge and critique dance movements and patterns of movement to provide 

constructive feedback based on a performance. 

Core Instructional/supplemental materials/websites: 
A Mini History of Dance: http://dancersgroup.org/2009/12/a-mini-history-of-dance-education/  
Teaching Dance History “White Paper” http://www.danceheritage.org/teachingdancehistory.pdf  
History of Dance Part 1: https://educationcloset.com/2015/04/06/supporting-history-class-through-the-history-of-dance-
part-i/  
Responding to Dance 
https://www.ket.org/education/resources/responding-to-dance/ 

http://dancersgroup.org/2009/12/a-mini-history-of-dance-education/
http://www.danceheritage.org/teachingdancehistory.pdf
https://educationcloset.com/2015/04/06/supporting-history-class-through-the-history-of-dance-part-i/
https://educationcloset.com/2015/04/06/supporting-history-class-through-the-history-of-dance-part-i/
https://www.ket.org/education/resources/responding-to-dance/


Literature: 
Giraffes Can’t Dance by Giles Andreae 
Dancing In My Bones by Easy Andrews 
Rap A Tap Tap by Easy Dillon 

 

Stage 2: Evidence 

Assessment(s):  

A final benchmark assessment will be given that can be used to measure success with this unit.  Additional performance 
assessments will be developed or chosen by teachers at the local district level. 
 
Formative          
            Teacher Observation  

● Use or creation of choreography and demonstration of movement and training 
● Performance rubrics 
● Performance task checklist  

  Self-Assessment  
● Journal entries  
● Self reflection  
● Critique a performance using pre-developed criteria. 

Peer Assessment  
● Pair-share  
● Peer evaluation and observation  
● Critique a performance using pre-developed criteria. 

Teacher Assessment  
● Performance rubrics 

Summative 
● Performance task checklist  
● Performance rubrics 
● Journal Entries 
● Peer Evaluation and observation 

Benchmark 
● Performance task checklist  

Alternative 



● Critique a performance using pre-developed criteria 

Other Evidence: 

Formative and Summative Assessments will be used for each activity outlined for each lesson.  Homework, classwork and exit 
materials will all be used as data to assess student learning.  Appropriate adjustments will be made to instruction based on data 
relate to student learning.  Examples of student assignments are found in the Student Task folders for each unit. 
 
Assessment Resources: 
Arts Achieve 
http://www.artsachieve.org/dance-performance-assessment/  
Arts Assessment for Learning 
http://artsassessmentforlearning.org/dance/  

Differentiation/Accommodations/Modifications 

English Language Learners: 

 Collaborate with ELL department to make necessary modifications for students  

 Provide translated material  

 Provided differentiation for students as needed  

 Allow for alternate forms of responses-drawing or speaking  

Gifted and Talented: 
 Higher level texts 

 Alternative modes of communication 

 Student developed extension activities 

 Plan self directed inquiry 

 Student-lead activities 

 Additional leadership roles in classroom 

 Provided differentiation for students as needed 

 Student created rubrics  

 Develop lessons that are student centered and teacher facilitated 

Economically Disadvantaged: 
 Provide clear, achievable expectation, do not lower academic requirements for them.  

http://www.artsachieve.org/dance-performance-assessment/
http://artsassessmentforlearning.org/dance/


 Build a safe and nurturing atmosphere 

 Perspective and experiences of the children need to be considered  

 Create ways for students to share their emotions 

 Give every student the same opportunity for success. 

 Use real-world examples and create mental models for abstract idea 

 Provide increased  knowledge base and vocabulary use about real world experiences. 

 Share the decision making in class. 

 Daily affirmations 

 Asking to hear students’ hopes and offering reinforcements of those hopes 

 Telling students why they can succeed 

Basic Skills 

● Provide additional time for thinking and activities 
● Provided differentiation for students as needed 
● Preferential Seating 

● Restate directions 

Special Education/Students with Disabilities/504 Plans: 

 Provide differentiated instruction as needed  

 Follow all IEP/ 504modifications 

 Provide manipulatives or the opportunity to draw solution strategies  

 Use colored notes instead of traditional notation  

 Place note names under the notes  

 Shorten assignments to focus on mastery of key concepts  

 Restate, reword and clarify directions  

 Lessen the amount of information presented.  

 Volume 

 Increase eye contact 

 Maintain close proximity 

 Attention techniques 

Students at Risk of Failure: 
 Make sure children feel welcome and comfortable while being discrete 



 Help to provide basic needs while the child is in school (food, clothing, etc) 

 Provide resources for basic needs outside of school (medical, shelter, food, etc) 

 Keep nutritious snacks available 

 Pair with adult mentor or buddy 

 Provide structure and adhere to a consistent daily routine with clear and concise rules 

 Facilitate successful experiences 
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